Seismic pressures, tectonic plates
Shifting, grinding, tearing
Deep in the earth
Too deep to hear, too deep to see except for
Fault lines
Perhaps a sad tear rolling down
So silently
A fear gripping you awake
On a moonless starless night
An urge to go beyond sensation
Or a plea for help you can neither
Utter nor stifle
So it can only come out in the undertones
Of everything you say
And do
Fault lines, eruptions of needs and desperate hopes
Can lie dormant, hidden for years
Appearing most unplanned and unasked
When the pressures of life
Run too strong and deep
Tearing away the landscaping, revealing forgotten
Forces that cannot forever be denied:
Hope, love, belly laughter,
A child’s defenseless innocence,
Faith that life is safe and good.
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